Announcing the Fall 2017 Lecture Series

TED FLATO FRSA
"Embracing the Landscape"
Principal, Lake | Flato Architects, San Antonio & Austin
MURDOCK MEAD Hooker Visiting Professorship
8.25 | 5:30 pm | RODEY THEATRE

EDWARD MAZRIA FAIA FRAC<br/>
"Architecture at a Crossroads"
Founder/C.E.O. Architecture 2030, New York
9.1 | 5:30 pm | KELLER HALL

SARAH WILLIAMS
"Build It, Hack It, Share It"
Associate Professor of Technology & Urban Planning
Director of Core Data Science Lab, MIT School of Architecture & Planning
10.20 | 5:30 pm | LOCATION TBA

CHARLES BIRNBAUM FAHA FRAC
"Why Not Cultural Systems?"
President, CEO & Founder, The Cultural Landscape Foundation, Washington DC
JOH CAW MILLER LECTURERSHIP & GEORGE MEAD ENRICO ADI FELLOWSHIP
11.10 | 5:30 pm | LOCATION TBA

WATER & ENERGY IN NEW MEXICO
LECTURE SERIES [SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS]
MONDAYS | NOON | PEARL HALL P133

LECTURE SERIES FALL 2017

International Study Abroad

A collaborative course between UNM SA+P and UNM ISL, The Architecture of Justice, took a group of our students to Berlin this summer. Led by Professor Kristina Yu and Corey Greenfield, the group spent 4 weeks exploring the connections between design and memorialization. Blog posts written by the class can be found here.
Associate Professor Ane González Lara led a group of 11 students in an immersive Latin American Contemporary Architecture class in Chile over the summer. The group visited Santiago, Valparaíso, and Open City in order to learn about the ways Chilean architects are merging contemporary design with the uniquely challenging landscape and Chilean social schema. More information about Professor Gonzalez’s class can be found here.

News + Features

Congratulations to Madie Wickstrom and Arjun Bhakta, who took second and third place in the 2017 Robert Bruce Thompson Annual Light Fixture Design Competition! Albuquerque’s local NPR station, KUNM ran a story about the award winning lighting designs. Congratulations also to the instructors of the Industrial Design class, Dena Thomas Aousassau and Dana Oliveri. Read or listen to the full feature on KUNM.

UNM Community + Regional Planning Assistant Professor, Moises Gonzales, along with some of his current and former students, traveled to New York City in order to receive the 2017 American Planning Association student award. This award is given to the best “contribution to contemporary issues in planning,” and distinguished UNM’s CRP program as competitive among other schools in the country. The full article can be found here.

UNM SA+P Faculty members, Katya Crawford, Kathleen Kambic, and Ane González Lara collaborated on several winning design competitions. The trio’s semester project, ARTiculation took third in the reThinking Competitions: Hornachuelos Downtown Reactivation competition. Additionally, the group of Faculty members took first place for Parc Heure, their project for reThinking Competitions: What’s up Paris? More about their accomplishments here.
AIAS Events

AIAS UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

august + september 2017

8.21  Popsicle Welcome Back!
8.23  Bau(nce) Haus
8.25  Popcorn + Lemonade
      Lecture: Ted Flato
8.28  General Meeting + Signing
9.1   Lecture: Ed Mazria
9.4   Labor Day

9.6   Peer Workshop: Adobe CC Game Night
9.8   Firm Crawl
9.13  Peer Workshop: Rhino
9.15  Green Chile Cheese Burger
9.20  Firm Crawl
9.29  Water Pong